
MAKE THE BEST USE

Replace the old controller inside of the E-Podium to
be an up-to-date teaching facility. Thanks to KZ-
VRC, HD inputs and outputs, devices control, and
signals switch can be practiced during teaching
activities or conferences. 

The existed lecterns can be upgraded to be a all-in-one
facilities which makes teaching much easier, more
efficient, and more cost-effective.

CASE REFERENCES
for

DEVICES CONTROL SOLUTION

FACILITIES UPGRADE

Some projects requires classroom upgrade to
be multimedia and centralized devices control
classrooms but with limited budgets.

E-PODIUM RETROFIT

OVERVIEW
Replace VGA outputs to HD and upgrade
all classrooms to be central control
classrooms.
All devices can be controlled by KZ-VRC,
including projector and big touch screen
power control.  Also, KZ-VRC should be 
 attached on the existed lectern or a a
touch screen stand.
Installed controllers can be controlled and
managed through network in the future.
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ALL-IN-ONE MULTI-FUNCTIONAL CONTROL

FLEXABLE COMBINATIONS

Attached onto the touch screen stand, KZ-VRC can
control the power of the touch screen and the
computer inside the cabinet.  Teachers can easily
operate and ensure the security of devices in the
classroom. 

Based on requirements of projects, KZ-VRC can be
combined with a 7" touch panel (KZ-M7300A or KZ-
M7300AI) to edit and configure different devices control
in different classrooms or conference rooms.  

VARIOUS INSTALLATIONS

In most projects, an modern podium is required for 
various occasions, such as, teaching, training, and 
meetings to practice effective and convenient 
operations to control devices in a room.  

OVERVIEW
a modern-designed podium to replace the old one.
The control software can be programmable and
configured independently to meet different
requirements. 
All devices can be controlled by the new podium,
including the computer, projector and big touch
screen power control. .
The new podium can be controlled and managed
through network in the future.

ENHANCE PERFORMANCE

Taking advantage of KZ-6800 enhances the
performance during a teaching activity,
presentation, and training program.  Lecturers
can easily switch inputs from different devices,
control the power of PC, projector or TV Screen,
operations of electric projection screen etc.  It is
easy to extend the functionalities of devices
control in the future.
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MORE DEVICES CONTROL

To further control lights in the room, KZ-6800 can be
combined with KZ-SP8 to practice lights control.  7"
touch panel attached onto the podium can turn
on/off the lights accordingly.

If there are more devices required centralized control,
KZ-PCI8X can handle this requirement.  Connected to
KZ-PCI8X, KZ-6800 can turn on/off devices one by one
to prevent overcurrent.

LIGHTS CONTROL

KZ-VRC 
HD NETWORK CONTROLLER

A  compact controller that
combines HD display, signal switch,
, audio output, power supply of PC
and projector, and the operation of
electric projection screen.

KZ-6800
MULTIFUNCTIONAL E-PODIUM

A full-functional devices
that can be used in all
occasions, such as teaching,
meeting, and training etc.  

MAIN PRODUCTS

For more Solution Architecture Diagrams For more project references.
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